
Case Law and Legal Summaries provide a monthly overview and analysis of selected cases, highlighting implications for

children and young people's social care practice.

Introduction

Griffiths v Tickle & Ors [2021]: three judgments covering: transparency; direct contact following findings of abuse;

whether a parent can be ordered to pay towards the costs of a contact facility; when a judge should recuse

themselves from a case.

Re L (Third Party Disclosure Order: Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service) [2022]: concerns the process that is to

be followed if an order is made seeking disclosure of information from Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service.

in News and guidance:

�. A report published by The Nuffield Family Justice Observatory, 'What do we know about children and young people

deprived of their liberty in England and Wales? An evidence review'.

�. Memorandum from the President of the Family Division: Guidance on e-bundles for use in the Family Court and Family

Division.

Case summaries 

Griffiths v Tickle & Ors [2021]

These three published judgments involve the same family: Mr and Mrs Griffiths and their daughter, D. These cases highlight

important points on the following topics:

�. transparency

�. direct contact following findings of abuse

�. whether a parent can be ordered to pay towards the costs of a contact facility
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�. when a judge should recuse themselves from a case.

1. Transparency

Griffiths v Tickle & Ors [2021] EWCA Civ 1882 

Read full judgment (https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2021/1882.html) 

(https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2021/1882.html)Date: Hearing date: 4 November 2021. Judgment: 10

December 2021

2, 3. Guidance on direct contact following findings and contact costs

Griffiths v Griffiths (Guidance on Contact Cases) [2022] EWHC 113 (Fam) 

Read full judgment 

(https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Fam/2022/113.html)Date: Hearing date: 27 & 28 October 2021. Judgment: 20

January 2022

4. Recusal

Griffiths v Griffiths (Decision on Recusal) [2021] EWHC 3600 (Fam) 

Read full judgment 

(https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Fam/2021/3600.html)Date: Hearing date: 9 December 2021. Judgment: 9

December 2021

Case summary

The facts of these three cases centre around Mr and Mrs Griffiths, and their child, D.

Date Event

2008 Mr and Mrs Griffiths met.

2010

Mr Griffiths elected as a Member of Parliament (MP).

Mrs Griffiths discovered that her husband was having an affair.

2011 Mrs Griffiths discovers that Mr Griffiths had been ‘sexting’ another person.

2018 Child of Mr and Mrs Griffiths born, D.

July 2018

Mr Griffiths exposed for ‘sexting’ two female constituents (over 2,000 texts sent

of a violent and sexual nature).

Mr and Mrs Griffiths separate.

Mr Griffiths has contact with D on an informal basis.

2019

Mr Griffiths not confirmed as a parliamentary candidate.

Mrs Griffiths elected as a Member of Parliament.

9 March 2019 Supervised contact commenced between Mr Griffiths and D, alternate Sundays.

June 2019 Mr Griffiths applied for a child arrangement order.

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2021/1882.html
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31 July 2019
Court ordered supervised contact at a contact centre between Mr Griffiths and D

for two hours a week. Mr Griffiths to pay the contact centre costs.

24 March 2020 Contact suspended during ‘lockdown’.

26 March 2020
Mr Griffiths applied for the costs of the contact centre to be met by Mrs Griffiths

as he was unemployed. Mrs Griffiths was employed as an MP.

4 May 2020

Court varied the contact to two 30-minute sessions of virtual contact. As soon

as ‘lockdown’ lifted, contact to resume at the contact centre with Mr and Mrs

Griffiths sharing the contact centre costs.

6 September 2020 Contact at the contact centre re-instated.

26 November 2020

Judgment issued by HHJ Williscroft in the Family Court. Findings against Mr

Griffiths were proved. These findings included domestic abuse and sexual abuse

of Mrs Griffiths, involving rape. The various forms of abuse had continued for

approximately ten years.

Hearing and judgment in private. Accredited media representatives permitted to

attend but none were in attendance.

27 December 2020 Mr Griffiths’ last contact with D at the contact centre.

February 2021
Two media reporters, Louise Tickle and Brian Farmer, applied for an order

authorising publication of 26 November 2020 judgment.

12 March 2021
Section 7 report by children’s guardian: recommended contact at the contact

centre continued as D enjoyed it.

4 June 2021

Mrs Griffiths applied to suspend direct contact at the contact centre.

Child arrangements order granted by HHJ Williscroft at the Derby Family Court.

Mr Griffiths to continue to have direct supervised contact with D at the contact

centre, once the contact centre had completed a risk assessment.

11 June 2021

Mrs Griffiths applied to appeal on the basis that the judge on 4 June 2021 was

wrong to order: 

- Direct contact between D and Mr Griffiths. 

- That Mrs Griffiths, a victim of rape, share the costs of the supervised contact

with her abuser, Mr Griffiths.



13 and 14 July 2021

Application to authorise the publication of the 26 November 2020 judgment

heard in the High Court. Application argued for publication based on the

following reasons:

Public interest in transparency.

Mr Griffiths’ role as a politician.

Mr Griffiths had told the media that his 2018 sexting scandal was an isolated

incident.

Application supported by Mrs Griffiths.

Mr Griffiths opposed the inclusion of any detail within the published judgment

that would lead to the identification of him, Mrs Griffiths or D.

30 July 2021

Application to publish the 26 November 2020 decision and findings granted: the

child, D, must not be identified.

Permission to appeal given.

20 August 2021 Mother applied to appeal the order that she half fund the contact centre costs.

26 October 2021

Mrs Justice Arbuthnot, the judge hearing the appeal, sent her husband a

WhatsApp message the night before the hearing (27 and 28 October 2021) and

asked whether he knew ex-MP Andrew Griffiths and now MP Kate Griffiths.

Mrs Justice Arbuthnot’s husband was a Conservative MP.

The reply from Mrs Justice Arbuthnot’s husband was as follows: ‘I may have

spoken to him (we overlapped) but don't remember doing so; almost certain never

met her.’

27 and 28 October

2021

High Court hearing in front of Mrs Justice Arbuthnot in relation to whether there

should be direct contact, and whether Mrs Griffiths should be ordered to share

the costs of the contact centre.

The High Court ordered that the order for direct supervised contact between Mr

Griffiths and D be set aside and that there be further consideration of Practice

Direction 12J (https://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-

rules/family/practice_directions/pd_part_12j) (Child Arrangements and Contact

Orders: Domestic Abuse and Harm).

Approximately a week

later

Mr Griffiths wrote to Mrs Justice Arbuthnot and requested that the judge recuse

herself on the grounds of bias, or perceived bias. Mrs Justice Arbuthnot refused.

Mr Griffiths appealed.

https://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/family/practice_directions/pd_part_12j


4 November 2021

Hearing in the Court of Appeal – this concluded that Children Act 1989 fact-

finding judgments could be published with the names of the father and the

mother included.

Mr Griffiths’ appeal was dismissed.

Critical factors included:

Mr Griffiths was relying upon the Article 8 Human Rights Act 1998

(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/schedule/1/part/I/chapter/7)

(private and family life) of D only.

The very young age of D.

The guardian’s assessment in favour of publication.

Mrs Griffiths’ support for publication.

Extent and nature of the information that was already in the public domain.

11 November 2021

Letter written to Mrs Justice Arbuthnot from solicitor representing Mr Griffiths

invited Mrs Justice Arbuthnot to recuse herself for a number of reasons including

a personal connection between Mr Griffiths and Mrs Justice Arbuthnot’s husband.

Mrs Justice Arbuthnot refused to recuse herself because she had never met Mr

Griffiths and her husband did not recall ever speaking to Mr Griffiths.

9 December 2021 Recusal judgment handed down by Mrs Justice Arbuthnot.

Implications for practice

Transparency

Outside the context of family proceedings, a child will rarely, if ever, have a right to object if a parent chooses to make a

true disclosure about an aspect of the parent's own life which did not involve the child. The parent's right to disclose will

prevail. 

Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights (https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf)

encompasses a right to speak to others, including the public at large, about the events and experiences of one’s private

and family life. Article 8 of the Convention confirms that everyone has a right to respect for private and family life.

However, information about proceedings in the Family Court is the subject of specific statutory provision and guidance.

The confidentiality of children caught up in proceedings is protected:

During the course of those proceedings, by section 97(2) of the Children Act 1989

(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/41/section/97).

Both during and after the proceedings have concluded, by section 12 of the Administration of Justice Act 1960

(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Eliz2/8-9/65/section/12).

Section 97(2) of the Children Act 1989

S.97 creates an offence of likely identification of a child involved in Children Act 1989 proceedings. The prohibition under

s.97 comes to an end when the proceedings are concluded.

Section 12 of the Administration of Justice Act 1960

Children Act 1989 proceedings are generally conducted in private, on the basis that this is necessary to protect the welfare

of the child. Section 12 of the Administration of Justice Act 1960 makes publication of such information a contempt of

court. However, the court can authorise a disclosure that would otherwise be a contempt of court.

Article 8 and Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/42/schedule/1/part/I/chapter/7
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/41/section/97
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Eliz2/8-9/65/section/12


The Court of Appeal agreed that the judgment of 26 November 2020 should be published, albeit in a redacted form (child

must not be identified by name, sex or date of birth).

Here the court had to grapple with the question: Do the child’s best interests make it necessary and proportionate to

impose restrictions on the Article 8 and 10 rights relied on by Mr Griffiths (Art 8) and Mrs Griffiths (Art 10)? The Court of

Appeal answered the questions with a ‘no’.

The facts of this case included D’s young age and the support of both the children’s guardian and Mrs Griffiths to

publication. On the unusual facts of this case the lower court and the Court of Appeal agreed that the child’s best interests

do not make it necessary and proportionate to impose restrictions upon publication.

The Court of Appeal stated:

The Court of Appeal also referred to relevant Practice Guidance:

Practice Guidance (Family Courts: Transparency (2014)) (https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2014/01/transparency-in-the-family-courts-jan-2014-1.pdf) . This guidance lays down some default

rules. These include a rule that a judgment arising from ‘a substantial contested fact-finding hearing at which serious

allegations … have been determined’ should ordinarily be published; and a rule that permission to publish a judgment

should always be given whenever the court concludes that publication would be in the public interest. The normal rule

under the 2014 Guidance is that the children should not be named ‘unless the judge otherwise orders’ but anonymity

in the judgment ‘should not normally extend beyond protecting the privacy of the children and adults who are the

subject of the proceedings …’.

Anonymisation Guidance (December 2018) (https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/anonymisation-

guidance-1.pdf). The Anonymisation Guidance provides checklists for judges to refer to when writing or publishing a

judgment in a family case relating to children.

The Court of Appeal further referenced the more recent publication by the President of the Family Division entitled

Confidence and Confidentiality: Transparency in the Family Courts (https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2021/10/Confidence-and-Confidentiality-Transparency-in-the-Family-Courts-final.pdf) , which reflects

the understood legal position. This is summarised by Research in Practice in January 2022 Case Law and Legal Summary

(https://www.researchinpractice.org.uk/children/content-pages/case-law-and-legal-summaries-2022/january-

2022/#confidence). 

Guidance on contact costs

The High Court considered whether:

A court has the power to order a party to pay for contact.

The court was wrong to order direct contact after a finding of abuse.

A victim of abuse should pay the costs of contact for the abuser to have contact with the parties’ child.

Does the court have the power to order a party to pay for contact?

The High Court concluded the court does have the power to order a party to pay for contact. That power comes within the

wide ambit of section 11 of the Children Act 1989 (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/41/section/11).

Was the court wrong to order direct contact after a finding of abuse?

Practice Direction 12J (https://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/family/practice_directions/pd_part_12j) (PD12J)

sets out what the court is required to do in any case where domestic abuse is alleged, admitted or proven.

The Judge held that there is a ‘significant public interest’ in fully informed, open discussion and debate

about domestic abuse and the way in which it is dealt with in the Family Courts. It is usually only those

cases in which something has gone wrong that are published. That leads to an erosion of public

confidence in the family justice system which is hugely detrimental to the public interest. The unusual

features of this case meant that it offered an opportunity ‘to slightly redress’ that problem.

https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/transparency-in-the-family-courts-jan-2014-1.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/anonymisation-guidance-1.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Confidence-and-Confidentiality-Transparency-in-the-Family-Courts-final.pdf
https://www.researchinpractice.org.uk/children/content-pages/case-law-and-legal-summaries-2022/january-2022/#confidence
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The High Court highlighted paragraphs 3 to 6 and 35 to 40 of PD12J. The High Court emphasised that the court had, on 26

November 2020, made serious findings against Mr Griffiths. Paragraph 36(2)(a) and (b) of PD12J requires the court to

consider any harm which the child as a victim of domestic abuse, and the parent with whom the child is living, has suffered.

The High Court concluded that greater weight should be given to the abuse Mrs Griffiths had suffered at the hand of Mr

Griffiths. In particular, where the court has found domestic abuse proved but nonetheless makes an order which results in

the child having future contact with the perpetrator of domestic abuse, the court must always explain, by way of reference

to the welfare check-list, why it takes the view that the order which it has made will not expose the child to the risk of harm

and is beneficial for the child.

The High Court stated that direct contact between Mr Griffiths and D should not have been ordered without fully

considering PD12J.

Should a victim of abuse pay the costs of contact for the abuser to have contact with the parties’ child?

The High Court acknowledged that it is very unusual and probably unique that a victim of abuse is being asked to pay for

contact costs. The High Court further acknowledged that, in this exceptional situation, there is a tension between a

decision that it is in the best interests of the child, to see their father, and a situation as there is in this case, where the

unemployed father cannot afford to pay for the whole of the costs of contact in a centre.

On the basis that direct contact at the contact centre was set aside, the judge did not have to grapple with this issue but

did state:

Recusal (withdrawal)

The common law test for apparent bias whether ‘a fair minded and informed observer, having considered the facts, would

conclude that there was a real possibility that the tribunal was biased’.

The test is not one of ‘any possibility’ but of a ‘real possibility of bias’.

I cannot envisage a situation where a court would order the victim to share the costs of contact, but I

bear in mind it is impossible to give guidance which will cater for every case that comes before the

family courts which must be able to do justice to all the different situations which they encounter. My

guidance in relation to cases where abuse has been found or admitted is the following: 

First, there must be a very strong presumption against a victim of domestic abuse paying for the

contact of their child with the abuser.  

Second, if, wholly exceptionally, the court has to consider this, the matters a court might want to take

into account could include the following: 

a. The welfare checklist including the age of the child 

b. The factors in PD12J (set out above) 

c. The nature of the abuse proved or admitted, and the parties' conduct that the court considers

relevant 

d. The impact of the abuse on the caregiver with consideration as to whether any payment would give

rise to financial control 

e. The extent of the relationship between the child and the abusive party 

f. The nature of the section 8 order made 

g. The parties' financial resources 

h. The cost of the contact 

i. Whether, if the contact is in the best interests of the child, it would take place without a sharing of the

costs.



Mrs Justice Arbuthnot referenced case law (Zuma's Choice Pet Products Ltd v Azumi Ltd [2017] EWCA Civ 2133

(https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2017/2133.html)) and quoted:

Mrs Justice Arbuthnot stated that a fair-minded observer would be informed that Mrs Justice Arbuthnot did not know Mr

Griffiths. Mrs Justice Arbuthnot had never met Mr Griffiths and her husband did not recall ever speaking to Mr Griffiths.

Social work reflections

This set of judgments gives the public a rare insight into Family Court proceedings, an area also recently addressed by the

President of the Family Division, in Confidence and Confidentiality: Transparency in the Family Courts

(https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Confidence-and-Confidentiality-Transparency-in-the-Family-

Courts-final.pdf). This is summarised by Research in Practice in January 2022 Case Law and Legal Summary

(https://www.researchinpractice.org.uk/children/content-pages/case-law-and-legal-summaries-2022/january-

2022/#confidence). 

Re L (Third Party Disclosure Order: Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation

Service) EWHC [2022] 127 (Fam)

Read full judgment (https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Fam/2022/127.html)

Date: Judgment: 24 January 2022

Case summary

This case concerns four children, ranging in age from seven to 17 years. The proceedings were commenced in late April 2021

and due for a final hearing in February 2022.

In 2015, the father was convicted of several terrorist offences. He was released from his eight-year prison sentence in April

2021, on licence.

The central issue within the care proceedings was the potential risk which was posed by the children in having contact with

their father. The mother and father remained married. The father was having supervised contact.

The court directed disclosure (further information about the father and the risk he posed to his children) from Her Majesty’s

Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) which was provided. The court then sought additional disclosure from HMPPS. The

Secretary of State for Justice responded to this direction for additional disclosure, confirming that it was willing to comply

with the direction. However, the Secretary of State wished to take the opportunity to make wider submissions to the court

about the way the additional disclosure had been ordered in this case.

Implications for practice

There is a significant wealth of general and specific guidance on disclosure issues in linked family and criminal proceedings. 

General guidance is offered by Working Together to Safeguard Children (2018)

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/942454/Working_together_

and this is particularly relevant for agencies who are specifically charged with safeguarding responsibilities (which include,

for instance, probation, prison governors, and the National Crime Agency). 

Arrangements for mutual disclosure between the Family Court and the police service is covered in the 2013 Protocol and

Good Practice Model: Disclosure of information in cases of alleged child abuse and in linked criminal and care directions

hearings (October 2013) (https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/JCO/Documents/Guidance/protocol-good-

The fair-minded and informed observer does not assume that because a judge had taken an adverse

view of a previous application or applications, he or she will have pre-judged or will not deal fairly with,

all future applications…

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2017/2133.html
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practice-model-2013.pdf). 

In relation to cases concerning suspected radicalisation and terrorism, there is specific guidance, namely Radicalisation

Cases in the Family Courts (October 2015) (https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/pfd-guidance-

radicalisation-cases.pdf). 

Once proceedings have been issued, third-party disclosure is governed by Part 21 of the Family Procedure Rules (2010)

(https://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/family/parts/part_21). Under Rule 21.2, the court may make an order

‘only where disclosure is necessary in order to dispose fairly of the proceedings or to save costs’.

Given the father’s conviction, the Secretary of State acknowledged that there was a compelling argument for the Family

Court to receive disclosure of material, which informed the question of the father’s current religious/political ideology.

However, this must be balanced against the following:

The collation of the documents may take time. The disclosure requested here amounted to 640 pages.

There may be a need to redact some of the documents.

Some documents are frequently updated by HMPPS (for example, the Offender Assessment System (OASys)).

The father was likely to have copies of much of the paperwork himself, by way of his parole dossier provided to him in

advance of his parole hearing.

The Secretary of State proposed that in future parties seeking disclosure from HMPPS in public law proceedings, whether

they give rise to potential national security issues (as this case does) or not, should proceed in the following way:

The party applying for third-party disclosure should serve the application (and order if any) on the Secretary of State

for Justice by the Government Legal Department (GLD). The GLD has expressed itself willing to accept service of

court orders and applications for such orders in the GLD ‘new proceedings’ inbox; the address of this inbox

is NewProceedings@governmentlegal.gov.uk (mailto:NewProceedings@governmentlegal.gov.uk).

The application should in the ordinary way also be served on the intended recipient (in this case HMPPS), which would

still be the primary and obligatory point of service.

Any request for disclosure on a ‘rolling basis’ should be made explicitly clear in the application and / or order (for

example, the OASys assessment).

Any correspondence (i.e. not court orders or applications for court orders) should continue to be addressed exclusively

to the intended recipient (i.e. HMPPS).

Third party disclosure order

The Secretary of State emphasised that without notice orders are best avoided, save for a genuine emergency.

As stated above, third party disclosure orders should be emailed to NewProceedings@governmentlegal.gov.uk

(mailto:NewProceedings@governmentlegal.gov.uk). It is suggested that the following information is of value:

�. The case name and number.

�. The court centre where the proceedings are being heard.

�. The name of the allocated judge.

�. The next hearing date.

�. What orders are sought by the applicant in the proceedings and / or under which provision of the Children Act 1989

proceedings have been issued.

�. A brief factual summary, including the age of the child/children and their relationship with the offender (ideally in a

form approved by the court), together with a reporting restriction order if deemed necessary.

�. The date of the conviction of the offender, together with the offence, or type of offence if more specific details are not

known.

�. The approximate dates of the custodial sentence.

�. The approximate date of release (on licence).

��. Whether the offender is still under the supervision of the Probation Service (if known).

��. The date by which it is anticipated that the Family Court will make a determination of the principal application.

��. A list of the documents requested. This may well include: 

a. A pre-sentence report for the offender. 

b. A list of the offender’s previous convictions. 

c. A transcript of the sentencing remarks made by the judge who passed the custodial sentence (if available). 

https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/JCO/Documents/Guidance/protocol-good-practice-model-2013.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/pfd-guidance-radicalisation-cases.pdf
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d. An OASys report for the offender (it is always helpful to specify the date of the last OASys report if known). 

e. A parole dossier for the offender. 

f. Any other reports concerned with the offender’s rehabilitation. 

g. The date by which disclosure is required and (in general terms) why.

The High Court concluded by stating:

News and guidance

1. What do we know about children and young people deprived of their liberty in England and
Wales? An evidence review

This report from the Nuffield Family Justice Observatory (https://www.nuffieldfjo.org.uk/resource/children-and-young-

people-deprived-of-their-liberty-england-and-wales) provides a summary about children and young people deprived of

their liberty across welfare, youth justice and mental health settings in England and Wales from national administrative

data and recent research studies. The report looks at data regarding what settings children are held in, who the children

are, where they are placed, their experiences of secure care, and what happens to them afterwards.

2. Memorandum from the President of the Family Division: Guidance on e-bundles for use in
the Family Court and Family Division (https://www.judiciary.uk/publications/message-from-
the-president-of-the-family-division-guidance-on-e-bundles-2/)

This memorandum is to be read with the general guidance on electronic bundles for all courts issued on 29 November 2021

and the supplementary guidance issued on 21 December 2021. 
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Professional Standards

It is well known that some of the most difficult cases with which the courts must deal span both the

criminal and family courts often at the same time; the children involved, and their families need

consistent treatment within the justice system - consistency, liaison and, where possible, co-operation

across the two systems are essential. All parties submit, and I agree, that this case underscores the

importance of co-operation and co-ordination between all the safeguarding agencies involved with

children in order to achieve good and informed decision-making in their best interests.
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